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Overview
Saudi Arabia, the world’s largest crude oil producer and exporter, spends billions of dollars annually to optimize
technical efficiencies for producing its five crude grades. However, it is unclear whether this production
maximizes economic profits. Although numerous optimization models have been built for the world oil market,
none maximizes economic profit for these five crudes. Our contribution is to build a model that allows Saudi
Arabia to match its technical excellence with an economic optimum. Because this complex capital-intensive
global market is subject to numerous constraints and is nonlinear, we use a non linear programming spatial
equilibrium model. We maximize Saudi profits subject to non-Saudi production, crude and refined products
supply and demand balances, production and transportation capacities and costs, and refineries yields and
capacities. Model flexibility also allows examination of other market structures. By changing the objective
function, we model OPEC as a profit-maximizing cartel. By reformulating to a mixed-complementarity model,
we also solve for a competitive oil market. Model outputs include market clearing prices and quantities for all
crude grades and products for each region. The most interesting result is that both Saudi Arabia and OPEC could
have realized higher economic profits in 2004 by producing less and driving up crude prices.
The paper is organised as follows: After the introduction, we include in the second section a brief literature
review on both oil market modeling and the behavior of OPEC. In the third section, we mathematically describe
and present the proposed NLP model. After presenting our data inputs and validation in the fourth section, we
present the model’s results for our four cases: (1) Saudi Arabia optimizing given markups for other OPEC
countries and supply functions for non-OPEC players, (2) OPEC as a profit-maximizing cartel, (3) Saudi Arabia
optimizing unilaterally given a competitive fringe, and (4) a competitive world crude oil market. We also
examine the model’s sensitivity and robustness by examining the model’s output sensitivity to changes in supply
and demand elasticities, transportation costs and production capacities. The paper ends with a brief conclusion
and suggestions for further future research.

Methods
Our spatial equilibrium model uses the non linear programming method for optimization.

Results
First, Saudi Arabia did not fully exercise its market power in 2004, but the deviations for unilateral profit
maximization were not great.
Second, OPEC (both Saudi and rest of OPEC) could have increased the joint profits in 2004 if all regions
restricted output. This suggests that OPEC is less than fully effective as a cartel..
Third, in a competitive market environment, the world’s total crude production increased by 2.5%, crude prices
fell by only about 3.8% on average.
Fourth, the model is most sensitive to changes in production capacities but not so sensitive to changes in other
parameters.

Conclusions
The direct measurement of the market conditions suggests that Saudi Arabia is not fully exercising its market
power, but the deviations for unilateral profit maximization are not great. Profit maximization suggests a 3.85%
decrease in Saudi Arabia’s output. This translates into $1.9 billion of unrealized profits in 2004. This implies
that Saudi Arabia may not fully exercise its market power and may have objectives other than pure profit
maximization.
We also find that OPEC (both Saudi and rest of OPEC) could increase the joint profits if all regions restrict
output. This suggests that OPEC is less than fully effective as a cartel. In addition, our direct measurements

suggests that in a competitive market environment, the world’s total crude production increases by 2.5%, crude
prices fall by about 3.8% on average, total Saudi profit falls by 118 billion dollars a year while the rest of
OPEC’s total profit falls by 286 billion dollars a year.
As the model results for the first three configurations show, neither Saudi Arabia nor OPEC fully exercises
market power. Reasons behind the deviation from the optimal production levels (4-6%) may include an array of
social and political objectives.
To test the model’s sensitivities to changes in parameters, we assessed the impact of changing transportation
costs, crude price elasticities of supply, product price elasticities of demand and production capacities on the
Saudi profits in the case when Saudis maximize profits unilaterally. We found the model to be most sensitive to
changes in production capacities but not so sensitive to changes in other parameters.
Model expansions for future research include: expanding to four refining configurations in each region, splitting
Saudi Arabia to east and west regions, disaggregating gas plants and petrochemicals from the refining sector,
including a pipeline transportation sector, including more sophisticated supply and demand functions, making
the model dynamic and include reserves, integrating the model backwards to include by field and by well
production levels, developing a mechanism to keep the trading and transportation matrices updated,
incorporating production subsidies and taxes on refined products, adding crude and refined product stocks, and
including product specification limitations on imports for the various regions.
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